2016 Audi A6
4dr Sedan quattro 2.0T Premium

Condition Used
Miles 73,583
Engine 2.0L 4 CYLINDER
Transmission 8 Spd Automatic
Drivetrain All Wheel Drive
Exterior Color Brilliant Black
Interior Color Black Leather
Stock # 1732A
VIN # WAUFFAC9GN026445
Warranty Limited Warranty
Fuel Economy 22 MPG City / 32 MPG Hwy *

Options & Packages
PRIMARY PAINT
- BRILLIANT BLACK (A2A2)

SEAT TRIM
- BLACK, LEATHER SEATING SURFACES (FZ)

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
- TECHNOLOGY PACKAGE (PNY)
- S LINE SPORT PACKAGE (WQB)

PORT INSTALLED OPTIONS
- LOAD EDGE PROTECTION FILM (LE6)
- CARGO NET (A6N)

* Fuel Economy Disclaimer: Actual rating will vary with options, driving conditions, habits and vehicle condition.

It is the customer’s sole responsibility to verify the existence and condition of any equipment listed. Neither the dealership nor eBizAutos is responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. It is the customer’s sole responsibility to verify the accuracy of the prices with the dealer, including the pricing for all added accessories.

Some of our used vehicles may be subject to unrepaired safety recalls. Check for a vehicle’s unrepaired recalls by VIN at https://vinrcl.safercar.gov/vin/?vin=WAUFFAC9GN026445

Gunbarrel Import Motors, Inc.
283 2nd Avenue, Niwot, 80544
gunbarrelmotors.com
303-652-3040